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QUESTION 1

Which pieces of information are needed by the Aruba Meridian team to begin to publish an AppMaker app? (Select
two.) 

A. artwork guidelines 

B. metadata about the app 

C. placemarks 

D. number of beacons 

E. pages and events 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 2

A network engineer uses AppMaker to create a Meridian-powered app. Which items can be created within AppMaker? 

A. beacons placement 

B. proximity beacons 

C. campaigns 

D. analytics 

E. maps and placemarks 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 3

An app developer wants to add the venue\\'s logo to the top of the featured page for an app. Where in AppMaker should
the developer add the logo? 

A. Theme 

B. Pages 

C. Featured 

D. Info 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4



Refer to the exhibit. 

An app developer wants to create a new page to allow visitors to navigate to other list pages. Using the menu shown in
the exhibit, which page type would be best for this purpose? 

A. Tabbed View 

B. Slideshow 

C. Image+text 

D. List 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

An app developer wants to change the layout of pages in a Meridian-powered app. Which setting in AppMaker should
the app developer modify to change the page layout? 

A. Page format 

B. Page style 

C. Page layout 

D. Page type 



Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

A network engineer wants to enable remote beacon management so that an Aruba AP can manage battery-powered
beacons. Which device can be plugged into an Aruba AP to enable this management? 

A. sensor 

B. battery-powered beacon 

C. USB beacon 

D. USB Wi-Fi adapter 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

What is required for OAuth2 integration between the Meridian Editor and ClearPass? (Select two.) 

A. The ClearPass Server must have a public IP address. 

B. The ClearPass Server must have a public certificate. 

C. The Meridian Editor must have a public certificate. 

D. The ClearPass Server must be configured to send authentication requests to the Meridian Editor. 

E. ClearPass must have COA (Change of Authorization) enabled. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 8

What affects the distance at which notifications are triggered? 

A. the type of proximity beacon 

B. when the campaign was last reset 

C. the power level of the location beacon 

D. architectural and environmental factors 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9



A network engineer plans an ALE deployment for a customer. Which ALE integration requirements should the network
engineer consider? (Select two.) 

A. ALE requires AirWave to gather analytics. 

B. ALE integrates with 3rd party analytics software 

C. ALE uses Bluetooth to collect positioning information 

D. ALE deployments require a wireless infrastructure 

E. ALE deployments require an Aruba controller or Instant IP 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 10

ALE can provide information about which type of connections? (Select two.) 

A. only clients that run the Venue App 

B. associated clients 

C. unassociated clients 

D. only clients that run the Beacons App. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 11

What is the purpose of a service on ClearPass? 

A. to define what to do with incoming authentication requests 

B. to indicate were to send the authentication request 

C. to define the role to apply to an authenticated user 

D. to pass authentication information to ClearPass 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

How can an app developer configure campaigns to deliver notifications only on Monday and Tuesday? 

A. Configure the broadcast type as scheduled, and set the recurring schedule date and time. 

B. Configure the broadcast type as always, and set the from and to dates. 



C. Configure the broadcast type as scheduled, and set the from and to dates. 

D. Configure the broadcast type as always. 

Correct Answer: A 
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